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Beard Aid
Thousands of orphaned hairs need a good home. Are you willing to take them

Filing Cabinet - Archives
Attachments:

Archives

in? David Bellamy has done the decent thing. Grizzly Adams is a Beard Aid

(Advertisement)

legend.

Cloth UK
Cloth UK will make you a chair, sofa or – well – just about anything,
upholstered with fabric printed with the photo of your choice. Clever.

Gallery Of The Absurd
What do you get if you take all that silly celebrity gossip and turn it in to fine art?
This glorious site, is the answer.

Hasselhoff To Number 1
We could hardly ignore this campaign. Sign up here and – Hoff willing – our
hero will have a UK number one before the summer’s out.

Hotel Surplus
We all love staying in hotels, and now we can create that real hotel feel at
home thanks to these guys, who sell the tackiest second hand hotel art and
furniture for less than the price of a Travel Lodge broom cupboard.

Little Drummer Boy
He’s a baby. He’s a drummer. And he’s damn good. Browse this site for proof
that babies rock, and watch a video of his latest epic solo.

Yahoo! Music
Watch the latest music v
Timberlake, Beyoncé & 650
on Yahoo! Music...

Make Monsters
These guys turn themselves into fantastic monsters and aliens and then show
you how to do it. Fancy dress parties will never be the same.

Listen to free music now
Listen to the latest releases
classics with Yahoo! Music.

Merit Badges
This week’s fantastic photo-shopping competition, on the theme of merit
badges. You know, the things you earn for being good at something.

National Scrutiny Agency
It’s simple. Send in a questions and they will answer it. Like: boxers or briefs?

The Office - More on Yahoo!

Or what should I get my wife for her birthday?

Nothing To See Here
Nothing To See Here is a guide to all those attractions that are not very
attractive, and places of interest that may not be all that interesting. There’s a
bucket full of charm here, though.

Office Gadgets
The ten strangest office gadgets ever. You may prefer the iPod tie. We like the
blowfly alarm clock, that wakes you up then flies around the room until you
catch it.
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Max Power
Pics of cars and babes from
UK's biggest motor shows.

Hello!
Fill up your day with hot cele
from hellomagazine.com

FHM 100 Sexiest
Gallery of the hottest babes
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the great British public.

Yes, it’s another gadget blog, but this one deals with the fun, quirky sort of stuff
that women like, rather than the boring nerdy things that men are into.

Rate My In-Laws

Yahoo! 100 Weird Sites
Alien abductions and scary
the beginning!

There are lots of rating sites on the net, where people send in photos of
themselves, their body parts or their pets and have the world mark them out of
ten. This one’s dedicated to in-laws.

FHM Top 100 Women 200
Sit back and relax

Sand Fantasy
A whole page of sand fantasy video clips, where arty people do something very
clever in a sand pit, and set it to music.

Top 100 Hunks
The definitive list of lust, it's
time

Square America
If you like looking at old photos, and you have a thing for America, Square
America features, well, old photos of America. Not professional photos, though,
just ghostly old snapshots.

Yahoo! 100 Sites for Men
That won't offend the missu

Stick Scene
A great little site full of simple, movie-related puzzles. Will keep you going for –
ooh – about a month.

Yahoo! 100 Sites for Wom
One "hundred" for the ladies

Supergoose
A chance to follow the migratory marathon of ten super geese as they traverse
the globe. That might sound a bit nerdy, but trust us, it’s good.

Bored at work?
Get yourself a new job with

Supernatural
A fantastic gallery of all that is strange, supernatural, freaky and weird…with a
little bit of the grotesque thrown in for good measure.

Stars on the Web

UFOs

50 celebrity websites EXPO
your star addiction!

UFOs are everywhere. Even near Tower Bridge. We now have the pictures to
prove it.

Wee Goals
Celebrate England's triumphant passage to the World Cup final (note: Office

The best of Yahoo! Games
Sudoku
Play our exclusive Sudoku g
with Yahoo! Games

Attachments cannot be held responsible for any subsequent on-field
humiliation) with one of these.

Website archive
Websites:

Classics
Archives

The nation's favourite game
desktop

Download Media Players

Coffee break

Windows Media Player

Quicktime

Real Player

Shockwave

Five minutes to spare? Try t
teasers

Photo Copier - Your Office
"Yes there is a bladder problem o
Road works just outside Ca
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Click image to enlarge
Sent in by: Magnoliaman. | Send u

Funny Quote of the Week
"Don’t wrestle with pigs. You get di
enjoy it!"
Sent in by Bruce Liddle Send us y

Send us the Funnies!
Something wild going round the o
sent something odd? Mail it
WARNING:Please do not send any materia
copyrights, trade marks or any other intellect
proprietary rights or is in anyway a trade secre
otherwise unlawful.

Feedback
Contact the Office Attachment
Mail us here.
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